LIFE EVENTS CHECKLIST
Listed below are things that sometimes happen to people. I’ll read this aloud and together let’s mark the boxes that
describe things you’ve lived through or seen. For each event let’s check one or more of the boxes to show if the
event : (a) happened to you ; (b) you saw it happen to someone else; (c) you learned about it happening to
someone close to you; (d) you’re not sure if it fits; or (e) it never happened to you or anyone close to you. Be sure
to think about your whole life growing up as you go through the list of events.
Event
1.

Disaster (for example, a flood, hurricane,
tornado, or earthquake)

2.

Fire or explosion

3.

Vehicle accident (for example, car, bus, truck,
or boat accident; train wreck or plane crash)

4.

Bad accident at school, home, or while
playing

5.

Being near dangerous chemicals, leaking
gas, or radiation; being made sick from
poison

6.

Being slapped, kicked, hit, bit, attacked, or
beaten up

7.

Being attacked with a weapon, (for example,
belt, bottles, knife, gun, or bomb); or being
told you would be hurt with a weapon (but
you weren’t hurt after all).
Someone touching your body in a way you
didn’t want to be touched; being made to
touch someone’s body; someone saying or
trying to touch your body (but the touching
never happened)

8.

9.

Living in an area where there was fighting in
the streets or a war going on

10.

Not having enough food, water, clothing; not
having a home; being left alone for many
days without food or anyone to take care of
you;

11.

Being near dying, hungry, or homeless
people; being around kids without any adults
to care for them

12.

Being forced to stay someplace against your
wishes (kidnapping, being stolen)

13.

Illness or injury that might have caused death

14.

Violent death or dead bodies

15.

Death of someone close to you

16.

Badly hurting someone on purpose or by
accident

17.

Any other very bad or scary event or
experience or time you thought your life was
in danger

Happened
to me

Saw it

Heared/
Learned
about it

Not Sure

Never

